WILD
HEARTS
FLORAL DESIGN DUO PUTNAM & PUTNAM THINK OUTSIDE
THE VASE TO CREATE ROMANTICALLY UNREFINED
ARRANGEMENTS FOR NEW YORK’S STYLISH SET.
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Putnam & Putnam sprung from
Darroch Putnam (shown, right)
posting images of his husband
Michael’s personal creations
on social media. Here, Michael
uses sweet pea, lilac, plum
foliage, ranunculus, Queen
Anne’s lace and coneflower
to create one of his highdemand floral designs.

M

ichael and Darroch Putnam are
partners in every sense of the
word, and a quick conversation
with the duo behind their
namesake floral design brand
reveals all the charming nuances that come with
a long-term relationship—they actually finish
each other’s sentences. “We truly influence one
another,” says Darroch. “We push each other
creatively, and more importantly, we ensure
each other’s sanity.”
Entering the world of ranunculus and roses,
especially professionally, was not part of the
Putnams’ plan—well not at first anyway. After
meeting—and falling in love—at a Trader Joe’s in
Los Angeles, the pair moved to New York City,
got married and Putnam & Putnam soon began to
blossom. “I wanted to try something different and
more tactile,” shares Michael, who at the time was
on staff at Kravitz Design but spent his weekends
at the flower market on 28th Street. He began
to artfully arrange his findings in their admittedly
tiny one-bedroom apartment on Manhattan’s
Lower East Side. Darroch photographed the
unexpectedly poetic compositions and shared
them on Michael’s personal Instagram feed.
Word got around. Darroch explains, “It was
apparent very quickly that Michael had a natural
talent and magnetism over the craft.” They soon
started receiving inquiries to embellish intimate
dinners and small fashion presentations with their
characteristic vine-filled arrangements. Within a
year, the couple quit their respective jobs and
launched their firm full-time in April of 2014.
Today, the twosome is known for their largescale lyrical installations, dreamy wedding displays
and avant-garde editorial spreads (see: Luxe’s
recent May/June issue). While Michael creates and
composes all of their intricate designs, Darroch,
the more outgoing of the two, focuses on the
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Opposite, clockwise from top
left: Roses, daisies, peonies
and Queen’s Anne’s lace form
a striking bouquet; Michael’s
use of other natural materials
often play an important role
in his designs; a peony blooms
in the sunlight; the Brooklyn
studio is also well-stocked
with candlesticks and vases
for weddings, galas and
other high-end events.

“IT WAS APPARENT
VERY QUICKLY THAT
MICHAEL HAD A
NATURAL TALENT
AND MAGNETISM
OVER THE CRAFT.”
-DARROCH PUTNAM
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photography and business end of things. Their
enviable client list includes the likes of Vogue
(a frequent collaborator), Cartier, Bergdorf
Goodman and Dior, and they also created a
custom floral print for fashion designer Adam
Lippes’ Fall 2015 Ready-To-Wear collection. Of
their rapid rise, Darroch muses, “It’s pretty wild.”
Where the conception of their business was
a bit happenstance, the success of it is a more
practiced endeavor. “It’s really important to
us that we are constantly pushing ourselves
creatively and trying new things,” says Darroch.
“We are never stale.” About once a month the
Putnam & Putnam team—presently five full-time
employees—clears everything off the calendar
for what they call a Portfolio Day. “It’s a creative
refresh,” Darroch explains. “We take the day
off and get our whole staff in the studio to

work on a photo shoot.” The first incarnation
of this design charrette resulted in an almost
otherworldly monochromatic pink story, where
rose-colored foliage was expertly styled amongst
a myriad of other objects and materials, all
dusted in moody blush tones.
The Putnams, who are launching a line of
“earthy” candles in September, have since
moved operations from their living room to a
quintessential warehouse space in Bushwick,
and all their deliveries now come from a
permanent pop-up shop inside Club Monaco’s
flagship store on 5th Avenue. Through it all,
though, Putnam & Putnam’s unique aesthetic—
romantic but untamed—has remained a
reflection of its creators: a pair of tattooed
Lower East Siders that mastered the delicate
art of floral design.

